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ABSTRACT

This study examines the changes in boundary layer of landfalling tropical

cyclones.  Several storms, which made landfall near surface observation platforms

capable of high-resolution data storage, were examined.  These records were subjected to

spectral methods to explore the characteristics of the changing boundary layer turbulence.

These results were compared to recent observations of boundary layer roll features noted

in some landfalling storms.  Spectra were also used for determining turbulence

dissipation rates in the storms.  It was determined that only the highest resolution datasets

available with a sampling rate of 5 Hz were adequate to explore the small scale features

of the flow and to accurately describe the turbulence dissipation rates.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Historical Perspective

Hurricane structure over water has been thoroughly studied ever since the first

airborne penetrations and sampling began in the 1940s (Sheets 1990).  There has been

much research performed over the years in this way by the Hurricane Research Division

(HRD) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the United

States Air Force.  The question of what exactly happens in the boundary layer (BL) when

a tropical cyclone makes landfall has remained largely unanswered.  However, it is

apparent that increased friction and removal of the latent heat source cause the storm to

lose energy, but some surface observations of very high wind speeds, such as those near

the top of the boundary layer, are frequently observed.  People who have experienced a

landfall of a hurricane, and particularly more intense hurricanes often speak of

“gustiness” at a high frequency of order 0.1 Hz.

Despite its scientific value, the sampling of the boundary layer in landfalling

tropical cyclones has been traditionally sparse.  Furthermore, it is unlikely that a tropical

cyclone would make landfall at an established surface station due to their placement at

airports, which are often located away from the coast.  The buoy network is not

sufficiently dense to gather large amounts of data for this purpose either, due their

distance from land.  Coastal-Marine Automated Network (CMAN) stations have been put

into place since the 1980s and should assist in the assessment of the changes the

hurricane or tropical storm undergoes in the transition from over water conditions to over

land conditions.

Studies in the past of the boundary layer of tropical cyclones have been primarily

achieved via instruments aboard aircraft penetrating at different altitudes.  Observations

on the turbulent scale and microscale are typically taken from hot wire anemometers and

other instruments capable of very high frequency data collection.  Notably examples of

such studies include characterizations of the boundary layer of Hurricane Caroline

(Merceret, 1976) and Hurricane Eloise (Moss and Merceret 1979).

Merceret’s work in the late 1970s at first dealt with attempts to describe the

turbulent scale motions through spectra of streamwise velocity, temperature and

dewpoint perturbations in the boundary layer of Hurricane Eloise obtained by aircraft

mounted instrumentation.  Little could be determined of the hurricane boundary layer

from this information beyond presence of a large stable area outside the periphery of the

storm and a nearly isothermal subcloud layer.  Turbulence observations revealed an

inertial range, characterized by a -5/3 slope of the spectral estimates with respect to

frequency, in the range observed corresponding to eddy sizes of approximately 30 meters

to 20 cm.  In later work with this and other datasets from Hurricane Caroline, more
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sophisticated data analysis schemes were employed.  Since velocity fluctuations had not

been able to demonstrate presence of structure, results were used to estimate values for

turbulence dissipation rate from the spectra.  The relationship assumed and used by

Merceret is given below with e as the turbulence dissipation rate, f as the frequency, E(f)

as the spectral estimate, and U being the mean wind speed.

                                   
f= U

2 r
2.2 f 5/3 E (f)_ i

3/2

                                                   (1)

Essentially, the turbulence dissipation rate is proportional to frequency multiplied

by the spectral estimates, with some exponential manipulation.  Maxima of dissipation

rate corresponded with subjective notes recorded regarding the “bumpiness” of the flight,

which lends some credibility to this scheme for determination of the dissipation rate.  The

logarithm of turbulence dissipation rate is determined, and later used in the 1979 paper

and applied to Hurricanes Caroline, Eloise, and Gladys.  Unlike examinations of the

velocity spectra, here peaks above the threshold of random variability are noted

corresponding to eddies of various sizes.  Most abundant were peaks at scales near 100

m, 220m, 450m, 1km, 2km, and 4 km.  It is unclear exactly why these kinds of

determinations could not previously be made by the velocity data alone; possibly it is due

to difficulties associated with the rapidly moving measurement platform.  Follow-up

studies on these conclusions could not be found in the literature.

 Later studies, such as that of Tropical Cyclone Kerry (Black and Holland 1995)

did not attempt to consider the microscale structure.  In the study of Kerry, the spectra

were separated into radial and tangential components, a departure from the earlier studies,

which considered only the velocity spectrum from the streamwise wind.  However, these

spectra were averaged and used only to provide some estimates of convective scale flux

variables in different areas of the storm.

Sampling from a moving platform such as a hurricane penetrating aircraft offers

advantages in that large areas can be sampled in a short time, and many assumptions

about the mean characteristics of weather elements can be determined.  It is also limiting

in other ways.  The stationary measuring platform can resolve changes in the flow and its

meteorological properties (i.e. temperature, moisture) in a such a way to avoid a

smoothing effect that may be the result of a fast moving aircraft sampling a large area.

Mobile radars and mobile mesonets appear to be promising, but there are again

some complications.  Time needed for radars to complete scans provides limitations in

resolving the smaller scales. WSR-88D radar requires 6 minutes to complete a volume

scan in precipitation mode.  Also, the winds even in weak systems are strong enough to

make it difficult to engineer deployable instrumentation systems to sample the storms.

Progress has been made in this area by several groups; among them tornado researchers

at the University of Oklahoma. At Oklahoma, Doppler On Wheels (DOW) technology

has advanced study of tornadoes and was successfully deployed to sample Hurricane Fran

(Wurman and Winslow, 1998) as it made landfall near Wilmington, North Carolina.

Now mobile radars and quickly deployable instrumented towers, such as those at Texas

Tech and Clemson Universities, are providing much data that was previously unavailable.

In addition to these new data sources, some innovations have been made to the use of

existing technology to explore the changes that occur in the boundary layer during

landfall.  Scientists at HRD have developed an anti-aliasing algorithm to drastically
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improve the resolution achieved over the old velocity-azimuth display (VAD ) algorithm

used operationally in the WSR-88D radars.  The old method had a vertical resolution of

300 meters, and the new algorithm reduces that to 25 meters (Marks et al. 2000)

In addition, new generation Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) and

CMAN stations are capable of higher time resolution data.  ASOS stations record at one-

minute intervals during times of significant weather, but these data are not routinely

saved or reported.  Some CMAN stations are capable of documenting much higher time

resolution data, at up to 5 Hz.  Resolutions this high could be used to study the turbulent

characteristics of the storm as it makes landfall.  It is logical to assume that the power

spectrum taken at different times near landfall could provide valuable information about

the changes the storm undergoes.  Characteristics of the power spectrum can indicate

changes in the turbulent transport by vortices and wave action at different times.  This

information could be very significant in developing an accurate depiction of the BL

structures and improvements in the forecasting of maximum winds at the surface and

possibly their role in the dynamics of a landfalling tropical cyclone.  Furthermore, such

improvements in forecasting of maximum winds would also be useful to the insurance

industry and the public sector as a whole.

Boundary Layer Structure

Radar reflectivity images from landfalling storms have been very useful in

attempts to understand hurricane dynamics.  Numerous studies have been done using

radar and in-situ data to understand the role of the rainbands in the hurricane system.

However, radar images and photographs also show features on a scale smaller than that

of the eyewall and primary rainbands.  Examples of these phenomena include striations in

eyewall clouds, closed circulations embedded inside the eyewall, concentric “double”

eyewalls and spiral bands radiating from the center of circulations.  These spiral bands in

the boundary layer are of interest here.  Sampling these features directly proves difficult,

and discussion of these features returned to the literature when radar technology

improved in the late 80s and early 90s.

Specifically, it has been observed that there are often spiral bands extending

clockwise outward from the eyewall (Gall et al. 1998).  These bands were observed

particularly clearly in stronger storms and are reported to have similar characteristics in

Hurricanes Andrew, Hugo and Erin (Gall et al. 1998).  Allusions to these features appear

in the literature for decades, but sampling them and drawing conclusions is difficult with

limitations in technology.  The small-scale spiral bands are located just outside of the

eyewall between the main rainbands.  They are oriented roughly parallel to the local

wind, and radiate outward from the eyewall for about 100 kilometers.  The bands are

approximately 10 kilometers across and 5-6 kilometers vertically.  In the hurricanes

examined by Gall (1998), the bands appeared to move at the speed of the tangential

winds and move outward from the center of circulation.

Turbulent scale data (1 Hz) available from Hurricane Hugo reconnaissance is

compared with radar images from the same time in an effort to discern the properties of

these bands.  It is noted that the reflectivity maxima correlate with local maxima in
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vertical velocity, cloud liquid water content, and increased equivalent potential

temperature.  The investigation of Hugo also reveals no uniform relationship between the

reflectivity maxima and local peaks in storm relative radial or tangential velocity.

The Mobile, Alabama WSR-88D was able to provide support for the landfall of

Hurricane Erin and allow some further insight into these spiral bands.  Before Erin made

landfall, spiral band features were present, mainly in the south and east quadrant.  The

88D was able to resolve velocity fluctuations in the lowest elevation angle

(corresponding to lowest height) between bands in areas sufficiently close to the radar.

Winds varied by about 8 meters/second across the bands.   Spacing and size of these

features were determined from correlation analysis done with reflectivity and velocity

fields.  This demonstrated that these bands spatial dimensions agreed with observations

from Andrew and Hugo, but it was noted that Erin’s bands moved closer together over

land.

It is reasonable to compare these spiral band structures to convective boundary

layer rolls, which have been explored in greater detail. Studies of convective boundary

layer rolls show that they are about 2-8 km laterally and up to 500 km in length (LeMone

1976). The circulations are likely caused by inflectional instability in the Ekman spiral.

Laboratory and mathematical simulations regarding the production of these features from

the instabilities were conducted in the 1960s by Faller and Kaylor (1966) and also by

Lilly (1966).  However, where these differ most from the rolls observed in hurricanes is

the vertical dimension.     Horizontal convective rolls typically have a lateral to vertical

ratio of about 2:1 to 4:1 (LeMone 1976).  The rolls observed in the boundary layer of

hurricanes have more vertical extent, with a ratio closer to 2:1 likely due to the greater

depth of the boundary layer of a tropical cyclone.

More detailed fine scale observations of tropical cyclones can be made as more

advanced technology such as small wavelength mobile radars are deployed to intercept

landfalling tropical cyclones.  Hurricane Fran was the subject of some new techniques as

it made landfall near Cape Fear, North Carolina.  The Wilmington WSR-88D (KTLX)

was situated within 25 km of the eye of Fran.  This close pass by Fran enabled Hurricane

Research Division scientists to use KTLX data and develop small-scale Velocity

Azimuth Display (VAD) profiles by modifying the operational algorithm, which is

described by Browning and Wexler (1968).  Increased resolution of the profiles was

accomplished by de-aliasing the data and including only returns from 5 - 9.75 km from

the radar, producing estimates of velocity at heights from 62 m – 3.4 km above the radar

with approximately 25 m vertical resolution.

KTLX profiles indicated that wind direction veered with height in the layer above

about 500 m and was approximately constant below 450 m.  Wind speeds appeared to

decrease at a constant shear rate below the wind speed maximum at the top of the

boundary layer.  This information about the mean boundary layer flow provides a context

for the fine scale information for Fran that was observed concurrently with a mobile

radar.

The Doppler-On-Wheels (DOW) also collected data as Fran made landfall, but

offers much higher resolution observations.  The DOW can collect velocity and

reflectivity data on scales of 20 – 200 meters.  It is in this storm that existence of intense,

sub-kilometer scale rolls are observed definitively, and some of their properties

quantified.
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The presence of these rolls is noted in the elevations below approximately 500

meters.  The KTLX profiles indicated constant wind direction in this area, but the higher

resolution of the DOW allows it to resolve circulations present in this area that were

masked by the more coarse resolution of the VAD profiles.  Roll dimensions approach

500 meters peak to peak, and differences in wind speed are from 40-60 m/s on the

descending leg of the roll and 15-35 m/s on the ascending leg.

Smaller circulations embedded in the rolls were partially resolved very close to

the radar under 50 meters above ground level.  They were present as large pulses in wind

speed, about 20 m/s in the mean flow of 40 m/s.  Since the time scales of such

perturbations are so small, 2 to 8 seconds, the DOW could not describe them, since it

requires 300 seconds to complete a volume scan.

The presence of these small bands noted in Fran has been corroborated by later

work involving synthetic aperture radars (SARs) in other hurricanes sampled in 1998 by

HRD scientists (Katasaros et al. 2000).  Long, linear features of about 4-6 km were

observed between primary rainbands in Hurricanes Bonnie, Danielle, Georges and Mitch.

Dynamics of these rolls remains unclear, but the authors remark that when the rolls are

present, it is known that enhancement of fluxes of momentum, moisture, sensible and

latent heat can be as large as 20%.

These small-scale perturbations corroborate observations from surface based

anemometers and first hand accounts of people who have experienced a hurricane

landfall.
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CHAPTER 2

DATA AND PROCEDURES

Storm History

Several landfalling storms of the late 1990s were examined in this study to further

interpret boundary layer changes of the storms.  The storms chosen represent several

types of tropical storms, from weaker storms like Earl to the more menacing tropical

systems like Hurricane Floyd.  Brief summaries of each storm’s life cycles are given

below.

Earl

Earl originated as a tropical wave off the coast of Africa on 17 August 1998.  As

it moved westward, it did not develop into a classical hurricane.  While Earl was in the

Caribbean Sea, unfavorable conditions aloft resulting from the outflow of Hurricane

Bonnie, which was near the North Carolina coast, prevented the maturation of Earl into a

powerful hurricane.  Instead, Earl moved into the Gulf of Mexico and remained very

asymmetrical as convection increased on the eastern side of the storm.

At 1200 UTC on 31 August, Earl reached tropical depression strength in the

southwest Gulf of Mexico.  When Earl was 500 nm southwest of New Orleans at 1800

UTC on 31 August, it reached tropical storm intensity.  However, Earl was still not a

typical tropical storm, showing much asymmetry with deepest convection located to the

east of the best estimate for the center of circulation.  Earl reached hurricane strength

around 1200 UTC on 2 September, with the center located 125 nm south-southeast of

New Orleans.

Earl reached category two strength briefly and then made landfall near Panama

City, Florida as a category one hurricane about 0600 UTC on 3 September.  Highest

storm surges were located east of Panama City in Franklin, Wakulla, Jefferson, and

Taylor counties.

Tallahassee Regional Airport reported a maximum sustained wind of 29 knots and

a peak gust of 40 knots.  Cape San Blas CMAN station reported a maximum sustained

wind of 48 knots and a peak gust of 61 knots.  Other observations included 32 knots

sustained and 49 knots peak winds at Pensacola.    Panama City saw similar numbers

with 32 knot sustained winds and up to 46-knot gusts.
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Figure 2.1.  Enhanced Infrared image of Hurricane Earl as it nears landfall on the Florida

panhandle.  Image courtesy of http://www.osei.noaa.gov
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Table 2.1.  Best track positions for Hurricane Earl.

Time (UTC) Latitude (°N) Longitude (°W) Wind (knots) Pressure (hPa)

9/1/0300 22.30 -93.60 35 1002

9/1/0900 22.50 -93.60 35 1002

9/1/1500 25.40 -92.70 50 999

9/1/2100 27.00 -92.30 50 998

9/2/0000 27.00 -92.30 50 998

9/2/0300 27.30 -91.10 50 998

9/2/0600 27.80 -90.50 50 996

9/2/0900 27.80 -90.50 50 996

9/2/1200 28.50 -88.50 45 996

9/2/1300 28.60 -88.30 50 994

9/2/1500 28.80 -87.90 70 990

9/2/1800 28.80 -88.00 80 990

9/2/2100 29.20 -87.40 85 989

9/3/0000 29.40 -86.80 85 987

9/3/0300 29.50 -86.30 70 986

9/3/0900 30.50 -85.30 65 988

9/3/1200 31.20 -84.20 65 989

9/3/1500 32.10 -83.30 40 989

Dennis

Dennis began its life cycle as a tropical wave moving off the coast of Africa on 17

August.  On 24 August at 1200 Dennis reached tropical storm status north of Haiti.

Throughout its life cycle Dennis was rather heavily influenced by middle latitude

interactions.  At the time of its development into a tropical storm, it was strongly sheared

by a trough, forcing most convection and strongest winds into its eastern half on 24-26

August.  However, Dennis did reach hurricane strength by 26 August.  Dennis continued

to move northwestward in the shearing environment and reached peak intensity on the

30
th

.  Just after this time, steering currents weakened and Dennis moved very erratically

off the North Carolina coast and lost some of its intensity over the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 of

September as it interacted with a cold front.  Dennis lost some of its tropical

characteristics during its drift off the North Carolina coast until it was pushed over

warmer water 4 September where it re-intensified up to nearly hurricane strength before

making landfall near Cape Lookout at 984 hPa with sustained winds of 60 knots.
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Figure 2.2  Hurricane Dennis spinning offshore at 1305 UTC, 4 September.  Image

courtesy of http://www.osei.noaa.gov
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Table 2.2.  Best track positions for Hurricane Dennis

Time (UTC) Latitude (°N) Longitude (°W) Wind (knots) Pressure (hPa)

9/2/1800 34.80 -73.90 45 990

9/3/0000 32.20 -74.00 45 989

9/3/0600 33.60 -74.10 45 989

9/3/1200 33.20 -73.90 45 988

9/3/1800 33.00 -73.80 50 987

9/4/0000 33.10 -74.00 50 987

9/4/0600 33.30 -74.50 55 986

9/4/1200 33.90 -75.30 55 986

9/4/1800 34.50 -76.00 60 986

9/5/0000 35.00 -76.80 50 985

9/5/0600 35.50 -77.70 35 989

9/5/1200 36.10 -78.80 30 994

9/5/1800 36.20 -79.40 25 998

9/6/0000 36.20 -79.90 25 1000

9/6/0600 36.40 -80.10 20 1004

9/6/1200 37.00 -79.90 20 1005

9/6/1800 37.70 -79.50 20 1008

Floyd

Hurricane Floyd was a classical Cape Verde hurricane when it began its life as a

tropical wave on 2 September.  Floyd was not initially particularly impressive; however,

as it moved into more favorable areas of the tropical Atlantic it reached tropical storm

status by 8 September.  Floyd continued to strengthen as it moved westward and it

reached hurricane strength on 10 September.  Floyd interacted with a trough, which

slowed its development and guided it to the north of Puerto Rico.  On 14 September the

eye of Hurricane Floyd passed over Eleuthera, The Bahamas, as a category 4 storm.

Floyd threatened the eastern coast of Florida but a trough guided the storm to the

northeast away from land.  On 15 September, Floyd had weakened somewhat to a

category 2 hurricane when it made landfall near Cape Fear, North Carolina at 956 hPa

with sustained winds at 90 knots.
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Figure 2.3  Hurricane Floyd during landfall on the North Carolina coast 16 September

1999.  Image courtesy of http://www.osei.noaa.gov
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Table 2.3.  Best track positions for Hurricane Floyd

Time (UTC) Latitude (°N) Longitude (°W) Wind (knots) Pressure (hPa)

9/13/0600 23.60 -70.00 135 922

9/13/1200 23.90 -71.40 135 921

9/13/1800 24.10 -72.90 125 923

9/14/0000 24.50 -74.00 115 924

9/14/0600 24.90 -75.30 105 927

9/14/1200 25.40 -76.30 105 930

9/14/1800 26.10 -77.00 110 930

9/15/0000 27.10 -77.70 115 933

9/15/0600 28.20 -78.50 110 935

9/15/1200 29.30 -78.90 100 943

9/15/1800 30.60 -79.10 95 947

9/16/0000 32.10 -78.70 90 950

9/16/0600 33.70 -78.00 90 956

9/16/1200 35.70 -76.80 70 967

9/16/1800 38.00 -75.30 60 974

9/17/0000 40.60 -73.50 50 980

9/17/0600 42.10 -72.10 50 983

9/17/1200 43.30 -70.60 45 984

9/17/1800 44.20 -68.90 45 985

9/18/0000 44.80 -67.30 40 987

9/18/0600 45.40 -65.50 35 990

Irene

Hurricane Irene developed in the Caribbean Sea on 13 October 1999.  A mass of

persistent thunderstorms that had existed for several days in a large area of lower pressure

just to the northeast of the coast of Honduras organized into a tropical depression as a

tropical wave moved into the region on 12 October.  Irene reached tropical storm status

by 1200 UTC on 13 October and began to move to the north.  On 14 October Irene had

made landfall into Cuba as a tropical storm and the eye was over Havana by 2200 UTC.

Once back over the water, Irene reached hurricane status in the Florida Straits.  The eye

of Irene tracked north-northeast and passed over Key West at 1300 UTC 15 October

where it continued on a north-northeasterly track until it made landfall on the Florida

mainland near Cape Sable.  At the Cape Sable landfall, central pressure was 987 hPa and

sustained winds were at 70 knots, which was slightly higher than the 65 knots observed at

Key West.  Pressure remained at 987 hPa at both landfall locations.  During landfall,

wind gusts up to hurricane force were observed on Lake Okeechobee.  Irene stayed at

hurricane strength as it moved across south Florida emerging in the Atlantic just south of

Melbourne.
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Figure 2.4.  Satellite photograph of Hurricane Irene at 15 October 1257 UTC before

landfall on the Florida peninsula. Image courtesy of http://www.osei.noaa.gov
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Table 2.4.  Best track positions of Hurricane Irene

Time (UTC) Latitude (°N) Longitude (°W) Wind (knots) Pressure (hPa)

10/13/1200 18.50 -83.40 35 1003

10/13/1800 19.80 -83.60 45 1001

10/14/0000 20.70 -83.60 55 999

10/14/0600 21.00 -83.60 60 999

10/14/1200 21.30 -82.90 60 997

10/14/1800 22.40 -82.40 60 995

10/15/0000 23.10 -82.60 60 988

10/15/0600 23.80 -82.20 65 988

10/15/1200 24.40 -81.80 65 987

10/15/1800 25.10 -81.30 65 986

10/16/0000 26.10 -80.60 65 986

10/16/0600 27.00 -80.20 65 985

10/16/1200 27.80 -80.10 65 982

10/16/1800 28.60 -79.90 65 984

10/17/0000 29.40 -79.80 65 984

10/17/0600 30.20 -79.80 65 985

10/17/1200 31.20 -79.70 65 984

10/17/1800 32.20 -79.00 70 978

Data Sources

First order Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) stations provided much

of the surface data for analysis in each of the storms.  These data come directly from

archived data held by the National Climatic Data Center in Asheville, NC.  Some

secondary data from Coastal-Marine Automated Network (CMAN) stations

supplemented this data and was generously provided by Dr. Mark Powell at HRD.
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Earl

                                           

Figure 2.5  Hurricane Earl from NHC best track positions for the time period 2

September at 0600 UTC through 4 September 0600 UTC.

Surface data for the passage of Hurricane Earl were taken from archived data

sources from the National Weather Service in Tallahassee, Florida (TLH).  The ASOS

data including temperature, dewpoint temperature, pressure and wind speed and direction

were recorded each minute.  In order to provide adequate coverage of landfall, 3 separate

times were chosen for analysis.  The first period is roughly 36 hours prior to landfall up

to the time of landfall as documented by NHC at 03 September 0600 UTC.

Table 2.5.  Description of surface data set for Earl (TLH).

Data Set Date Start Time Start Date End Time End Minutes No. Obs.

Pre LF 9/2/98 08:30 9/3/98 06:00 1291 1291

Post LF 9/3/98 06:01 9/4/98 03:12 1272 1272

Total 9/2/98 08:30 9/4/98 03:12 2563 2563
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Dennis

                

Figure 2.6  Hurricane Dennis’s path from NHC best track positions between 1200 UTC

on 30 August and 6 September at1200 UTC.

One-minute data from the Cape Hatteras (HSE) ASOS observing platform was

used to document the passage of Hurricane Dennis.  Preparation of the data into pre-

landfall, post-landfall and total time period in the exact same way as the Earl data proved

to be impossible.  There was a large outage in the data of about 5 and a half hours (329

minutes) starting at 04 September 2156, just after Dennis finally made landfall at 04

September 1999 2100 near Cape Lookout.

Therefore, this data set was separated into only 2 subsets.  The first marks nearly

36 hours before NHC recorded landfall at 4 September 2100.  This first sub-set continues

up until the time of the data gap, nearly 2 hours after landfall in order to preserve the

maximum continuity of observations.  The second data subset resumes about 5 hours

after landfall and continues for another nearly 30 hours.

Table 2.6  Cape Hatteras (HSE) observations.

Data Set Day Start Time Start Day End Time End Minutes Obs.

Pre LF 9/3/99 09:00 9/4/99 21:56 2217 2217

Post LF 9/5/99 03:25 9/6/99 09:00 1776 1776

Fortuitously, a substantial amount of CMAN data recorded under the Hurricane

At Landfall (HAL) archival specifications was preserved at the Cape Lookout station
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during the time when Hurricane Dennis drifted offshore.   Under the HAL regime,

observations are recorded at an interval of 5 Hz, or every 0.2 seconds.  Readings of

relative humidity, pressure, temperature, as well as wind speed and direction from two

anemometers survived.  Relative humidity data collected proved to be problematic and

was neglected.

The record from CLKN7 was not continuous, and contained several conspicuous

time gaps and instances when times repeated.  Care was taken to separate the data to

maximize the duration of sequential observations.  As a result, seven separate sections of

uninterrupted periods of observations were designated from 30 August through 2

September as described below.

Table 2.7  Cape Lookout (CLKN7) observations.

Data Set Date Start Time Start Date End Time End Minutes Obs.

Dennis 1 8/30/99 12:48:55.0 8/30/99 23:59:36.6 670.693 201,224

Dennis 2 8/31/99 00:03:06.0 8/31/99 01:03:04.6 59.977 17,994

Dennis 3 8/31/99 01:00:00.0 8/31/99 23:59:21.2 1379.353 413,807

Dennis 4 9/1/99 00:03:07.0 9/1/99 01:03:07.0 60 18,001

Dennis 5 9/1/99 01:00:01.0 9/1/99 23:59:25.6 1379.41 413,824

Dennis 6 9/2/99 00:03:08.0 9/2/99 01:03:07.8 59.997 18,000

Dennis 7 9/2/99 01:00:00.0 9/2/99 02:15:38.6 75.643 22,694
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Floyd

Figure 2.7.  Hurricane Floyd’s (1999) track from best track positions between 14

September 1800 UTC through 18 September 0000 UTC.
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Continuous surface data from Hurricane Floyd was also collected from 2 separate

sources.  The first source is the one-minute ASOS data provided by NCDC from the

Wilmington, NC ASOS observing platform (ILM).

Again, there were problems with power outages resulting in significant data gaps

in the record which complicated separation of the data into the 3 separate sets as

described in the Earl dataset.

Wilmington data had to be separated into 2 sets.  The first set covered the roughly

36 hours prior to landfall and almost 2 hours past the NHC documented landfall time of

16 September 0630.  A large gap in the data then occurs, lasting for about 3 and half

hours, when normal data collection was resumed.  The post landfall dataset here

represents all the data that could be recovered in the time period after Floyd made

landfall.

Table 2.8  Wilmington (ILM) observations.

Data Set Day Start Time Start Day End Time End Minutes Obs.

Pre LF 9/14/99 18:30 9/16/99 08:16 2267 2267

Post LF 9/16/99 11:47 9/17/99 23:47 2161 2161

Like Dennis, Hurricane Floyd also has another source of data, the Cape Lookout

CMAN station.  Although the instrument is capable of recording at a rate of 5 Hz, the

data recorded during Floyd are only of 1 Hz, which should be adequate for describing the

small-scale features under examination.

Table 2.9  Cape Lookout (CLKN7) observations.

Data Set Day Start Time Start Day End Time End Minutes Obs.

Floyd 1 9/14/99 18:30:00 9/15/99 00:00:01 330.017 19,802

Floyd 2 9/15/99 00:05:32 9/16/99 00:00:00 1434.467 86,069

Floyd 3 9/16/99 00:06:03 9/16/99 08:16:59 490.933 29,457

Floyd 4 9/16/99 11:47:00 9/17/99 00:00:00 733 43,981

Floyd 5 9/17/99 00:02:26 9/17/99 23:47:59 1425.55 85,534
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Irene

                                    

Figure 2.8.  Hurricane Irene’s (1999) path from best track points between 14 October

0600 (UTC) through 18 October 0600 UTC.

For the passage of Irene, quality data was available from two first order ASOS

stations, Key West (EYW) and Miami (MIA).  Data was sorted in the same way as for

the Earl data for each station, Key West shown first.

Table 2.10.  Key West (EYW) observations.

Data Set Day Start Time Start Day End Time End Minutes Obs.

Pre LF 10/14/99 08:00 10/15/99 20:00 2161 2161

Post LF 10/15/99 20:01 10/16/99 10:14 854 854

Total 10/14/99 08:00 10/16/99 10:14 3015 3015
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The data after 16 October 1014 UTC in the Key West data is missing, however

this still provides over 14 hours of data after Irene’s landfall near Cape Sable.  There

were no such power outage issues in the Miami dataset shown below.

Table 2.11.  Miami (MIA) observations.

Data Set Day Start Time Start Day End Time End Minutes Obs.

Pre LF 10/14/99 08:00 10/15/99 20:00 2161 2161

Post LF 10/15/99 20:01 10/17/99 08:00 2160 2160

Total 10/14/99 08:00 10/17/99 08:00 4321 4321

Once again, high frequency data collection was logged by a HAL enabled CMAN

station in the vicinity of the storm.  Sand Key (CSBF1) observations, at 5 Hz resolution,

were available for a majority of the duration of Hurricane Irene.   As in the CLKN7, the

moisture variable was in error and was neglected.

Table 2.12.  Sand Key (CSBF1) observations.

Data Set Day Start Time Start Day End Time End Minutes Obs.

Irene 1 10/14/99 20:28:00.0 10/14/99 21:21:58.0 53.967 16,191

Irene 2 10/15/99 00:59:33.0 10/15/99 04:35:26.4 215.89 64,768

Irene 3 10/16/99 17:26:45.0 10/18/99 04:58:41.6 2131.943 639,584

Analysis Procedures

Surface data are subjected to the discrete Fourier transform in order to create

power spectra of the observed meteorological quantities in each storm. Spectral peaks

represent maxima of a weather element’s variance in frequency space.  Inspection of

these spectra allow for determination of conspicuous frequencies in the signals, which

may not be readily apparent by a cursory interpretation of the trace alone.  Conceptually,

the frequencies of the large peaks correspond to dominant time scales of variance in the

signal brought about by eddies present in the flow in the observed record.   However, the
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data must undergo certain preparations before they are ready to be properly analyzed with

spectral techniques.

Manipulation of the data and creation of associated graphics are accomplished

through the MATLAB software package.  MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory) is a product

of The Math Works Inc., further information can be obtained through their website

http://www.mathworks.com.

The first step in processing in order to prepare a geophysical signal for spectral

analysis is to remove the mean and trend.  This purpose of this exercise is to make the

time series approximate the condition of stationarity.  It is assumed that if the time series

length were long enough, this would not be necessary, but in real signals of finite length,

it is unlikely that the series is truly in statistical equilibrium satisfying this stationarity

requirement.  Certainly, each raw signal observed here is not stationary, and evolves in

time.

More specifically, the mean and the linear trend must be subtracted from each

datum in the series.   This is accomplished from simply allowing MATLAB to find the

first-order least squares fit and subtracting the fitted value from each datum.  The mean

value of each weather element’s time series should now be zero and linear trends

removed.

Resolution at the lowest frequencies in a power spectrum depends on the length of

the time series being examined.  Low frequencies correspond to longer records of time,

since time is the reciprocal of frequency.  The various time signals being considered here

are as short as 60 minutes to over 4,000 minutes, which results in large differences in the

lowest frequencies resolved by the spectra.  In order to facilitate comparisons between

different spectra, a high pass filter was used to remove the lowest frequency contributions

to variance.  This was accomplished by use of a Butterworth filter in MATLAB.

Frequencies higher than 10
-4 

s
-1 

were allowed to pass through the filter unaffected; while

contributions to the variance at lower frequencies are diminished.  The frequency selected

corresponds to eddies of duration 10,000 seconds or about 2.7 hours.  It is assumed that

this criterion is sufficient to preserve the portion of the spectrum that relates to the

smaller circulations investigated here, and neglects contributions due to larger

circulations which have been studied in greater detail in previous work.

A common source of error in power spectra is from aliasing, the false distribution

of energy (variance) to coefficients at higher frequencies in the spectra from frequencies

higher than the Nyquist frequency.  If spectral coefficients approach zero near the

Nyquist frequency, aliasing is not occurring, and the correction is not necessary.  Coarse

examination of the raw spectra does indicate that this is the case almost universally in

each storm.  In order to prevent this aliasing effect, oscillations higher than the Nyquist

frequency are removed via a low pass filter.   However, to be thorough, the low pass filter

is applied to each of the signals removing the possibility of error due to aliasing.  Here,

this operation is accomplished via a second Butterworth filter designed specifically each

signal’s respective temporal resolution.  For ASOS data, only frequencies lower than 4.16

x 10
-3

 Hz (corresponding to oscillations at 4 minutes) are passed through the filter.  For

CMAN data at 1 Hz, the passband is 6.25 x 10
-2

 Hz (corresponding to 16 seconds).

Highest resolution CMAN data at 5 Hz is subjected to a low pass Butterworth filter with

a passband at 6.25 x 10
-1

 Hz, analogous to 1.6 seconds in time space.
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The last step before creating the spectra of a signal after removal of mean and

trend, and filtering is the application of a taper.  Discontinuities present at a signal’s

endpoints prior to determination of spectral coefficients causes the phenomena known as

leakage.  Leakage is the transfer of a portion of variance that belongs at a particular

frequency into neighboring frequencies on the periodogram.  This is a larger problem for

short time series and therefore is a concern here.  A Hann taper was selected for use in

the signals in this experiment.  The Hann taper is a widely used cosine taper that acts to

smoothly bring the signal’s endpoints to zero.  This tapering does in fact reduce the

overall variance of the signal, however it does so at all frequencies equally.  Therefore,

reconstruction of the original spectral density can be accomplished by multiplying each

coefficient in the periodogram by a factor of 8/3.   However, in this study, the absolute

magnitudes of the spectral coefficients are not as important as their sizes relative to each

other, so this correction is not employed.

After these considerations, the signals are submitted to a Fast Fourier Transform

routine in MATLAB to construct the various spectral coefficients.  Of interest in the

spectra are the larger peaks present corresponding to portions of the signal’s variance that

oscillate at the associated frequencies.  The problem of determining which peaks are

significant, or larger than could be attributed to chance, is partially solved by a modified

Fisher’s test criterion.   This test is by no means universally accepted, but has been used

sporadically in various modified forms through the years across the sciences.

Specifically, the modification used here is from Davis (1986) and describes the

necessary variance contribution by the largest peak in order to be considered significant

at the 95% confidence level.   Any subsequent secondary peak lower than the largest peak

above this limit is certainly also considered significant.  For simplicity, relaxed criteria

for similar significance determinations relating to secondary peaks are not considered.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS OF SURFACE ANALYSIS

Introduction

Steps involved in the processing of data prior to its subjection to the Fourier

transform were summarized in the previous section.  Due to the large number of separate

segments of continuous data, presentations of results at each stage of processing are not

included.  However, it is useful to display a sample series at each stage in the process to

demonstrate the effect these transformations have on a time series.  A trace of the wind

speed observed at Wilmington ASOS during the approach of Hurricane Floyd is

arbitrarily selected and displayed in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1.  Wind speed observed at Wilmington (ILM) as Floyd approaches.
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As Floyd approached Wilmington (ILM), wind speed increased as expected, but

not in a linear fashion.   Therefore removal of the linear trend towards higher wind speeds

at the end of the record preserves much of the variability present in the wind.  Figure 3.2

depicts the trace after the removal of the trend.

Figure 3.2. Wind speeds at ILM during Floyd approach after removal of the first order

trend.

The progression towards higher speeds observed as Floyd moved closer to ILM is

no longer apparent.  Changes in the variability, or gustiness, at different frequencies are

however preserved in the trace.

Even after the subtraction of the trend, it is likely that there is cycling of the wind

speed occurring at long time scales due to various mesoscale processes.  Since the length

of time of observation varies across datasets, it is logical to remove the long time scale

changes to facilitate comparisons.  Changes of short duration are also removed, to
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prevent aliasing; this kind of removal is akin to smoothing.  The resulting trace after the

application of both the low-pass and high-pass filter is given in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3.  Wilmington wind speed trace after removal of trend and subsequently filtered

by the high and low pass filters.

It is noteworthy that the endpoints are not zero.  This is in fact is common in data

of this kind, and the application of the Hann taper reduces its impact on the spectra.

Figure 3.4 displays the trace after its multiplication with the appropriate Hann taper

function.
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Figure 3.4.  The trace of wind speed after the detrending, application of the filters and

multiplication by the Hann taper.

After the tapering is completed, magnitudes of wind are significantly diminished

near the endpoints.  This does not in fact alter the frequencies of the oscillations

observed, since it is assumed that variability of the series is constant at any smaller

section of time.

The trace no longer resembles the original.  Long and short wavelength

oscillations are gone, the mean is zero and there is no trend.  This processing is necessary

to avoid tainting of the results of the spectra.

Earl

Recall that the surface data included here for the landfall are from a singular

source, the Tallahassee ASOS at the Tallahassee Regional Airport.  The data was divided

to separate the time period before and after landfall.  The record did not have any

interruptions, so the longer time period through the entire landfall could also be

processed.  The pressure trace is given below in Figure 3.5 and the 1-minute average
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wind is shown Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.5.  Pressure during Earl’s landfall from TLH. Landfall is approximately 9/3

0600 UTC.
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Figure 3.6.  Time series of 1 minute wind speed during the approach and after landfall

period of Hurricane Earl at TLH.  Data are stored at 1-knot intervals.

Maximum winds occur about 10 hours prior to the pressure minimum observed,

with a period of weaker winds 6 hours before the time of minimum pressure.  While the

wind trace is highly variable, the pressure changes in a much more smooth fashion.  We

would expect the spectra of wind speed to be more energetic, and the spectra of pressure

to be more flat.  This is indeed the case, the spectra of the wind trace for the whole time

period given in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7.  Spectra of wind speed from TLH for the entire time period of Earl.  The

green and red lines indicate the pass and stop bands of the filters respectively.

In the frequency range of interest, there is quite a bit of variance.  It is noted

however, that none of these peaks in this range in fact are up to the threshold of

significance given via the Fisher’s test.  In fact, no peaks in ASOS spectra from any of

the time segments in any of these storms (except in rain rate) observed are above this

criterion.

In the more energetic time period corresponding to the pre-landfall time, the

values of variance of the spectral peaks of wind were much higher than observed in the

spectra of the entire length of time.  In the pre-landfall time wind spectra, the largest

peaks are comparable to Fisher’s test criterion.  It is therefore likely that consideration of

shorter series could produce peaks that meet the Fishers test threshold.

Spectra of weather elements in the post-landfall time period are particularly flat,

except for dewpoint, which does show evidence of one peak in the frequency range of

interest.  The dewpoint trace for the time period is given below in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8.  Dewpoint trace for Hurricane Earl’s passage at TLH.

This trace of dewpoint indicates evidence of a recurring surge of moist air

detected at the sensor at a low frequency corresponding to about 18 hours.  A secondary

peak, which is not nearly as dominant, is also noted in the spectra and shown as a peak at

around 1.7 x 10
-4

 s
-1

 in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9.  Dewpoint spectrum for the entire Earl time period at TLH.

A large amount of low frequency energy is apparent in this periodogram, but it is

masked in the peak located at the low frequency passband.  The unfiltered periodogram

would show just how much larger this peak would be in comparison to the lesser peak at

1.7 x 10
-4

 s
-1

 which corresponds to just over 90 minutes.  Given the mean wind speed for

the entire time series, which is about 10 knots and using the frozen field hypothesis, this

would correspond to a horizontal scale of about 30 km consistent with a rainband size

eddy.

Dennis

ASOS

More sources of surface data were available for Dennis, as described in the

previous chapter.  Considering the Cape Hatteras information first, the pressure trace is

shown below in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10.  Pressure observations recovered during the landfall of Hurricane Dennis at

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina.

The wind speed trace for the time before and after the power outage is given

below in Figure 3.11.   Maximum wind is noted to occur very near the time of lowest

pressure at the Cape Hatteras (HSE) ASOS platform.  Landfall occurred at approximately

2100, 4 September near Cape Lookout.
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Figure 3.11.  Wind recorded at HSE near Dennis’s landfall.

Like the Earl data earlier, there is much more intermittency present in the wind

speed than in other weather elements.  A requirement of spectral analysis is a continuous

input signal, so the signal prior to and after the outage must be prepared separately.

The spectral peaks in the mesoscale frequency range for all variables in both time

periods are in fact much smaller than the Fisher criterion.  The presence of the very

conspicuous maxima in wind speed in the first series can mask the presence of smaller

fluctuations that may indeed be important..  Keeping this in mind, the wind spectra of the

first set is shown below in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12.  Periodogram of wind speed in Dennis observed at HSE.

The spectrum shows 3 distinct peaks in our range of interest.  Again dividing the

frequency at these peaks by the mean wind speed (about 18 knots) the size of the eddies

can be approximated.  This gives eddies at nearly 70 km, 25 km and 7 km.  The latter

peak does correspond to the spiral band size, which are noted to be about 5 km.  Not

much definitive evidence is present regarding a significant contribution made from sub

kilometer scale features.  Higher resolution CMAN results can better examine the high

frequency end of the spectrum.

CMAN

Cape Lookout CMAN station data was available, unfortunately only until 2

September.  This is well before Dennis’s landfall on the 4th, which occurred very close to

the observing platform.  Table 2.3 shows how this information was considered as 7

separate files due to the presence of data gaps.  For perspective, however, all observations

of a weather element can be included on the same graph, but the spectra must be

computed separately.  The pressure trace for all the segments of time observed is

presented below in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13.  Pressure observed at Cape Lookout, North Carolina while Dennis is out to

sea.

A cursory appraisal of this graph looks similar to pressure traces of lower

resolution ASOS data, with little in the way of smaller scale information present.  Spectra

of pressure indicate this to be the case for the most part, as is also the case with

temperature.  Observations of moisture in the air proved to be unphysical and were

discarded.

More high frequency variation is present in the wind speed, not unlike the ASOS

results.  However, the increased resolution that can be observed with the CMAN platform

offers greater insight into the higher frequencies.  Consider the wind speed observations

from Cape Lookout shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.14.  Cape Lookout CMAN wind speed observations prior to Dennis’ landfall.

Higher variation is apparent in Figure 3.14, with wind speeds varying nearly 20

knots and quickly changing.  Of particular interest is if these oscillations are random as

has been assumed in the past, or if they in fact oscillate at specific frequencies providing

insight into small-scale hurricane structure and dynamics.

Earlier, it was noted that these observations had to be separated into 7 segments of

uninterrupted observations.  Therefore each weather element at Cape Lookout has 7

spectra in this storm.  Much similarity exists between these spectra, with peaks occurring

at nearly the same frequencies.  A representative wind spectrum from a large segment is

shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15.  Power spectrum from wind speed observed at Cape Lookout between 1

September 0100 and 2 September 0000.

There exists groups of peaks in two distinct areas, and the ones in the middle of

the figure are of particular interest.  The largest peak in this cluster is at 2.40 * 10
-3

 Hz,

which corresponds to about 7 minutes.  The next significant peaks are at 3.76 * 10
-3

 Hz,

which correspond to 4.4 minutes.  The highest frequency significant peak observed in a

secondary cluster of peaks, occurs at 2.69 * 10
-2

 Hz, or 38 seconds and given the mean

wind speed suggests eddies of scale approximately 450 meters, consistent with sub-

kilometer scale band features first noted by Wurman and Winslow in 1998.
Corroboration in the temperature and pressure spectra of these peaks is not

observed.   A few very small peaks are present in a few temperature spectra beyond the

Fisher’s test criterion, but only at lower frequencies in the passband.  Therefore,

oscillations of these would imply eddies of several kilometers, that could be due to

rainband or spiral band features.  It is unfortunate that quality data for moisture were not

preserved, since moisture changes caused by microscale structure may be more likely to

be observed than changes in pressure or temperature.  It has been shown that moisture

perturbations due to convective boundary layer rolls are significantly larger than those of

temperature (Weckworth 1996).
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Floyd

ASOS

Floyd observations were recovered from the Wilmington, North Carolina ASOS

as detailed in Chapter 2.  The pressure trace provides information given below in Figure

3.16 indicates the conditions at the times analyzed.

Figure 3.16.  Pressure observed at Wilmington, NC ASOS station during Floyd.

The National Hurricane Center estimates Floyd’s landfall near Cape Fear, North

Carolina  to occur at 16 September 0639, while minimum pressure was observed earlier

at 16 September 0250 at Wilmington.  Pressure appears to change in a smooth fashion,

without the presence of sizable variation, and the trace is particularly smooth in the

region of the minimum.
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Wind observations recovered from Wilmington appear in Figure 3.17.  In general,

the peak wind speeds occur at approximately the same time as the minimum pressure

observed.  This suggests that the eye did not pass over ILM.  Observations appear to be

more erratic than those of Dennis.  Changes in speed of the order of 10 knots occur in a

short time, particularly in the observations prior to the wind speed maximum.  Spectral

analysis will explore these preliminary findings.

Figure 3.17.  Sustained 1-minute winds observed at ILM during Floyd.
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Peaks in the spectrum of wind speed in the higher frequency range do not meet

the Fisher’s test limit.  However, quite a bit of variation of wind speed is attributed to

frequencies in this range.  The observation of larger changes in wind speed made in short

time in the Floyd wind speed trace compared with Dennis is supported by the spectrum in

Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18.  Spectrum of wind speed at ILM during Floyd.

The largest peak in this spectrum is at about 0.13 m
2
 s

-2
, and the largest peak in

the corresponding Dennis spectrum is only 0.035 m
2
 s

-2
.  Using the mean wind speed

during this time period of just over 18 knots, the smallest of these peaks can be estimated

to be related to eddies as small as 2 kilometers.  Despite the difference in magnitude of

these spectral peaks, they are distributed at frequencies comparable to what is observed at

Cape Hatteras during Dennis.

Spectra of the other weather elements observed at Wilmington are flat.  The

spectrum of dewpoint does indicate some relatively large peaks in the range of interest,
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but only at the low frequency portion of the passband, and therefore would correspond to

eddies on the spatial scale of a rainband.

CMAN

 

Cape Lookout observations were also available, but only at 1 Hz resolution.

Fortunately, the second source existed here for much of the same time period of the

Wilmington observations, thereby allowing for more insight into to the storm.

The pressure trace observed from Cape Lookout CMAN station (CLKN7) is

given in Figure 3.19.  The time of the power outage or communication error is the same

as in the Wilmington source.  The landfall of Floyd was much closer to the CLKN7

platform, which is suggested by this figure as pressure is dropping rapidly in the time

period just before landfall and rising sharply again afterward.  Unfortunately,

observations from the time of peak winds and minimum pressure were lost because of

this failure.

Figure 3.19.  Pressure trace from Cape Lookout during Hurricane Floyd.
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This CMAN pressure trace appears to have a very similar look to the ASOS

example.  The increase in resolution does not expose additional spread of the trace, which

suggests that lack of higher frequency power in the pressure.  Wind speed however, does

show a much larger spread with the increase in resolution from 1-minute to 1-second

sampling.  This is evident in Figure 3.20, the wind speed trace at Cape Lookout.

Figure 3.20.  Wind speed observed at Cape Lookout during Hurricane Floyd.

From Figure 3.20, due to the close proximity of the observing platform to the

point of landfall, there is clear evidence of the time in which different features of the

hurricane are sampled.  For example, the large increase in wind speed before the power

outage, starting at about 16 September 0300, is due to the eyewall, and close inspection

shows wind speed just beginning to decrease just before the outage as the eye

approaches.
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Also evident is the difference in characteristics of speed at different times.  Earlier

in the trace, there is much less spread (about 5 knots) until roughly 15 September 1500.

The wind then becomes much more variable, with changes in speed of about 20 knots

occurring very rapidly.  Closer inspections of shorter segments of time reveal complex

behavior, with changes seeming to occur on many frequencies.

The third section of continuous observation, which includes the time just before

the power outage, is shown below in Figure 3.20.   This covers just over 8 hours of

observation, and suggested in this figure are some of the scales involved here.  For

example, between 0300 and 0600, there appears to be about 6 areas of maxima, which

would correspond to peaks every 30 minutes.

Figure 3.21.  Cape Lookout 1 Hz wind speed before the power outage.
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The spectrum of this portion of the wind speed record is given in Figure 3.21.

The time scale associated with the observation above was 30 minutes.   In terms of

frequency, the conversion would be as follows:  first to seconds, 30 min = 1800 seconds,

and then to frequency 1/1800 = 5.5 x 10
-4

 Hz.  There is corresponding peak at 4.75 x 10
-4

Hz shown in this spectrum, which matches well with the estimate.  The horizontal red

line is the level of Fisher’s test criterion.

Figure 3.22.  Spectrum of wind speed in a portion of time near Hurricane Floyd’s landfall

from Cape Lookout CMAN observations.
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A comparatively large peak exists at roughly 10
-2

 Hz.  Using the technique to

estimate the size of this eddy based on the mean wind speed of 39 knots, the eddy is 2

kilometers.  There is also a smaller peak present at about 2 x 10
-2

 Hz (relating to 1

kilometer), which is larger than nearby peaks.

Irene

ASOS

ASOS observations from 2 separate sources were available during Irene’s passage

over the Florida peninsula.    The eye of Irene passed directly over Key West as it moved

to the northeast.  The pressure trace from the ASOS platform located at the Key West

National Weather Service office is given below in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.23.  Pressure observed at Key West as during Hurricane Irene’s passage.
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This pressure trace is also smooth with no apparent embedded oscillations.

Minimum pressure indicates the actual presence of the storm center, and the record of

wind speed, given in Figure 3.23, supports this.  Wind speed actually falls to 1 knot

during the time of the eyewall passage.   This is fortuitous, the combination of the “direct

hit” at Key West and the lack of a large landmass in the area of the Florida Keys make

this particular dataset rare, and it can be used to approximate surface conditions that may

be observed in open ocean.

Figure 3.24.  Wind speed observed at Key West, FL as Irene passes overhead.

The second ASOS data source is the Miami WFO.  The center of Irene also

passed close to Miami after moving away from Key West.  Pressure at Miami is given in

Figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.25.  Pressure observed in Miami during Irene’s passage.

The time of the minimum pressure observed at Miami is about 8 hours after the

pressure minimum in Key West.  Using the distance between these two stations and the

time between the minimum pressure observations implies an average forward speed of

the hurricane during this period of time to be just over 6 m/s.

Wind speed as observed by the Miami ASOS platform is displayed below in

Figure 3.25.  The behavior of the wind in Miami suggests that the storm center did not

pass directly overhead as in Key West, as evidenced by the lack of a minimum of speed

concurrent with the minimum of pressure.
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Figure 3.26.  Wind speed observed at Miami during Irene.

This trace also illustrates similar variability characteristics seen in plots from

other sources.  Some high frequency variation is present during the entire period, with

higher amplitudes located during times of increased wind.  A rather conspicuous sharp

spike is apparent at 15 October 1510 where speeds reach a maximum of 51 knots then

drops to 16 knots in 7 minutes.

Considering first the wind spectrum from the Key West observations, below as

Figure 3.26, most power is confined to lower frequencies.  Also, as previous examples of

ASOS data, peaks in the passband are not sufficiently large to meet the Fisher’s test

criterion, but are of the same order of magnitude.  The last of the larger peaks is located

at 3.7 x 10
-4

 Hz, at the approximate length scale of 25 km.  Higher frequency peaks are

much smaller.
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Figure 3.27.  Spectrum of wind speed at Key West during Hurricane Irene.

The spectra of the remaining weather elements were again mostly flat in the

passband.  There was very little variation in temperature and moisture apart from daily

cycles in both the Key West data and the Miami data.  The spectrum of wind speed as

reported by the Miami ASOS platform is given as Figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.28.  Spectrum of wind speed at Miami during Irene.

There is less power at the higher frequencies present in the wind in Miami and

therefore this spectra is dominated by the power that exists a frequencies lower than the

lower limit of the passband, as evidenced by the large peak at 10
-4

 Hz.  Visual inspection

supports this finding; with the increased level of smoothness in the Miami wind speed

trace.

CMAN

The third source of surface observations is the 5 Hz record from the Sand Key

CMAN station, as discussed in Chapter 2.  Temporal continuity was an issue with the

Irene Sand Key data; Figure 3.28 illustrates this point.  The length of the third dwarfs the

first two segments, but the shortest period still consists of over 16 thousand observations.
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Figure 3.29.  Pressure observed at Sand Key, Florida CMAN during Irene.

The wind speed record recovered is presented in Figure 3.29.  These figures show

that the third segment does not truly represent tropical storm conditions, but it is included

simply because it was available, and it provides a useful control to compare to the more

interesting time periods.
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Figure 3.30.  Wind speed observations from Sand Key, Florida.

The second portion of the wind speed record is isolated and presented as Figure

3.31 to allow closer inspection.  There is clearly a spread of at least 20 knots through the

entire period.  The separate frequencies are difficult to discern from this figure alone.
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Figure 3.31.  Wind speed during a portion of Irene at Sand Key.

The spectrum of this time series is shown in Figure 3.32.  The peak at 8.3 x 10
-4

Hz, which corresponds to an oscillation of about 20 minutes, is dominant.  Several other

peaks at other frequencies in the passband also contribute enough variance to assert their

existence is not due to random variation.  The horizontal red line indicates this threshold,

called the Fisher’s test discussed in earlier examples.
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Figure 3.32.  A spectrum of wind speed at Sand Key during Irene.

Some of the largest peaks in the figure above can be shown to correspond to

length scales of about 10, 5, and 2 kilometers.  The smallest length corresponding to one

the significant peaks is about 600 meters, a reasonable size for the small boundary layer

rolls observed in other tropical systems by other measuring platforms.

The presence of a high frequency in surface wind speed alone is not sufficient to

confirm the existence of sub-kilometer scale convective rolls.  Studies have suggested the

existence of perturbations of moisture and temperature across these rolls, but not at the

surface.  Due to the highly turbulent and nearly isothermal character of the tropical

boundary layer, the small differences between the temperature and moisture at the top of

the boundary layer versus the temperature and moisture near the surface are quickly

mixed into ambient air at the surface.  Therefore, detection of the rolls at the surface is

difficult.

However, the second segment of observations from Sand Key of Irene shows

some promise in the detection of temperature oscillations.  Figure 3.32 shows the trace of

temperature through this time period.  The fluctuations of temperature are not large, but

are clearly present.
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Figure 3.33.  Observations of temperature at Sand Key during Irene.

The spectrum of this time series is given as Figure 3.34.  Unlike many of the other

records of temperature explored in this examination, this record has peaks deemed

significant in some of the higher frequencies.  The highest frequency significant peak is

located at 4 x 10
-3

 Hz, or about 4 minutes, and corresponds to length scale of roughly 4

kilometers, given the average wind speed during this time period.
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Figure 3.34.  Spectrum of temperature from Sand Key during Irene.

Turbulence Dissipation Rates

The spectra from the higher resolution CMAN observations are sufficient  to

discern the portions of a spectrum’s frequency range in the inertial subrange.  As first

described by Kolmogorov, the inertial subrange is the portion of the spectrum in which

scaling for the large scale and small scale overlap.  This portion of the spectrum is

conservative with respect to energy, meaning that no energy is added from the mean

flow, and no energy is lost to viscous dissipation by the small eddies.  The inertial

subrange’s location is often conspicuous in spectra from observed flows by the presence

of a slope of –5/3 on a logarithmic scale.

Since energy is conserved in this portion of the spectrum, it is possible to

determine the turbulence dissipation rate, e.  The relationship for determining this value

employed here is from Merecet’s work in turbulent velocity spectra in tropical cyclones

in the 1970s.
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f= U
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                                          (2)

Here, E(f) represents the value of a spectral estimate in the inertial subrange, e is

the turbulence dissipation rate and f is the frequency.  With a representative value of

frequency and of the spectral estimate in the inertial subrange, this equation can be used

to determine the turbulence dissipation rate,.

To facilitate this calculation, I designed a MATLAB script to distinguish the

slopes present in the spectra. The script is included as an Appendix.  The inertial

subrange can be readily identified from such a plot as it approximates the slope in

separate portions of the spectrum and displays them on the figure.  From the graphic, it is

possible to locate the range of frequency values that form the endpoints of the inertial

subrange.  All spectral estimates in the inertial subrange can be then  used to estimate the

turbulence dissipation rate.  The rate is actually quite variable, depending on which

spectral estimate and frequency pair is selected to perform the calculation, so it is useful

to determine the mean value through the subrange.  Two spectra are shown below in

Figures 3.35 and 3.36 to demonstrate the process.
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Figure 3.35.   Sample spectrum from Hurricane Dennis.  Inertial subrange is indicated by

the portion of the spectrum with slope of –1.55 (approximately equal to –5/3).
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Figure 3.36.  Sample spectrum from Hurricane Irene.  Inertial subrange indicated as the

portion of the spectrum with the slope of –1.55.

Values for turbulence dissipation rates compare closely with values obtained from

aircraft penetration turbulence data.  Merceret obtained experimental values between 3 x

10
-4

 m
2
 s

-3 
and 3 x 10

-2 
m

2
 s

-3
 with most values being between these extremes at about 3 x

10
-3

 m
2
 s

-3
.  These were from mostly periphery sections of the storm, with higher values

in the more vigorous convective portions.  Values obtained here are similar, notable

exceptions include the first segment of Dennis’s wind speed trace, where winds reached

nearly 90 knots, the turbulence dissipation rate was higher, at about 0.27 m
2
 s

-3
.  Lowest

values of turbulence dissipation were noted in the last period of the Hurricane Irene

dataset, after the winds had fallen significantly, and were below 10 knots.  The full results

are shown below in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1.  Turbulence dissipation rates and their standard deviations for both wind speed

records for each CMAN data set

File Name e 1 St. Dev. 1 e 2 St. Dev. 2

Dennis 1 0.27 0.44 0.26 0.43

Dennis 2 0.078 0.12 0.073 0.11

Dennis 3 0.043 0.07 0.040 0.065

Dennis 4 0.094 0.14 0.085 0.14

Dennis 5 0.056 0.097 0.050 0.089

Dennis 6 0.084 0.12 0.078 0.12

Dennis 7 0.075 0.12 0.068 0.11

Irene 1 0.032 0.053 0.033 0.053

Irene 2 0.079 0.12 0.078 0.12

Irene 3 0.00061 0.0010 0.00070 0.0012

Floyd 1 0.00042 0.00070 0.00048 0.00085

Floyd 2 0.00086 0.0014 0.00093 0.0016

Floyd 3 0.0085 0.0014 0.0092 0.016

Floyd 4 0.0065 0.011 0.0062 0.010

Floyd 5 0.00084 0.0014 0.00081 0.0014
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

Summary

.

The detection of boundary layer features present in tropical cyclones is inherently

difficult.  Hostile conditions as well as remote, infrequent landfalls contribute to this

difficulty.  The boundary layer data that is presented in the literature is usually collected

with radars or aircraft.

The aim of this research was to explore the value of surface observations to

support findings achieved by other platforms.  One advantage to surface based studies is

cost, but this kind of study is valuable for other reasons.  Understanding of tropical

cyclone behavior at landfall is critical considering the large numbers of people living on

the coast and the very expensive property also located on the coast.  Being able to relate

what is going on at 1 kilometer above the surface to what is occurring directly at the

surface is vital.

Surface data was collected for four tropical cyclones making landfall in both 1998

and 1999.  These observations sets have different time space resolutions corresponding to

one per minute, one per second, and five observations per second for the highest

resolution sets.  Data quality was an issue; communication and/or power failures resulted

in periods of missing data in the records from several platforms.  Such discontinuities

cause difficulties in performing spectral analysis, and data was separated into sections of

sequential observations to ensure correct interpretation of the spectra.

For each continuous section of data, some manipulation is necessary before the

record is subjected to spectral techniques.  First, the mean and trend are removed from

each trace.  This removal was accomplished by fitting a line to the record and then

subtracting each fitted value from the original value.  The mean becomes zero and

therefore the signal is said to be stationary.

The next step was to apply filters to remove contributions to the signal’s variance

at frequencies outside the range of interest.  As the sampling frequency (and therefore the

Nyquist frequency) changes, the filter must also change.  The Butterworth filter proved to

be stable and was used to apply both the highpass and the lowpass filtering to the signal.

The endpoints of a signal should be zero before spectral analysis.  The Hann taper, a

common technique to make the endpoints smoothly move to zero, was used here.  This

reduces leakage, or the removal of spectral power from the correct frequency bin into

neighboring bins.

Spectral peaks from these carefully prepared signals were compared to the

Fisher’s test criterion.  This test is used to determine if a peak in a spectrum is larger than

one that could occur due to random variation.  Spectra from lower resolution ASOS (1

minute) signals failed to produce significant peaks in any of the fields within the fine

mesoscale.  Higher resolution CMAN data however, did show some significant peaks in
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the velocity field in the microscale range for several signals. Significant peaks were noted

in the 5 Hz velocity spectra corresponding to length scales as small as 400 meters using

Taylor’s frozen wave hypothesis.  This is consistent with observations of sub kilometer

boundary layer rolls first documented by Wurman and Winslow in Fran.

The 5 Hz resolution spectra were also capable of distinctly showing the presence

of the inertial subrange.  In this frequency range, energy is conserved such that no energy

is added from the mean flow, and no energy is lost to viscous dissipation.  This allows for

the direct calculation of the turbulence dissipation rate during the time period of the given

spectrum.

Turbulence dissipation rates calculated from the highest resolution data (5 Hz) did

compare favorably with other turbulence studies during times of robust turbulence.

However, they were slightly higher than the rates found in tropical cyclones by Merceret

in the 1970s during boundary layer aircraft penetration studies.

The study suggests that boundary layer features occurring in tropical cyclones do

have an impact at the surface.  High-resolution surface based data shows significant

portions of the wind speed attributed to frequencies expected from the small features

detected by advanced radar during hurricane landfalls.  Characterizing the loss of

momentum via this technique in different landfall situations can be used to improve the

accuracy of physical schemes in hurricane modeling.

Future Work

Subsequent examinations of surface data in landfalling tropical cyclones should

address the question of universality of the results presented in this study.  More

specifically, dividing turbulence dissipation rates calculated into categories describing

different storm conditions can explore how variable the momentum loss is during

landfall.  For example, differences in fetch from overland versus over water could be

large.  Also, movement of the storm could be a significant factor in determining changes

in momentum characteristics during landfall.  Such division into categories could also be

useful in answering questions regarding the differences in the shapes and amplitudes of

spectra.  A vastly greater number of landfalling storms would have to be sampled to

examine these kinds of questions in more detail.

The spectra of wind behavior have broader implications than just the description

of features of hurricane structure. The frequencies present in these high winds also have a

great deal of value to structural engineers attempting to design building materials

resistant to damage from landfalling hurricanes.

There is a direct relationship between natural resonance frequencies of materials

such as windows and frequencies in the wind.  If it can be demonstrated which

frequencies are most likely to occur, and the length of time they occur, the designs can be

altered to minimize damage.

Most work in the structural engineering literature relates to properties such as

“gust factors” which describe the size of perturbations or gusts present in the wind.  This

work suggests that spectral analysis could be used to explore changes in the behavior of

the wind at different times as a storm makes landfall.  Momentum loss characteristics that
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would be likely to occur in different landfall situations could be different from location to

location, and building designs could be altered accordingly.

Unfortunately, there was a lot of data lost due to communication or power failures

in some of the most robust time periods.  These problems need to be addressed, since it is

the data from intense weather events that is most valuable.  It is also apparent that the

CMAN buoys need more reliable instrumentation to record moisture content.  It was not

clear what was causing the errors and unphysical reports, but reliable moisture content

information could be very useful.
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APPENDIX

QUANTIFING SPECTRAL SLOPE

% spec_slope.m

% this script is designed to work in MATLAB version 6 R13

% it does call the function 'vline.m' which is readily available

% from the collection of routines on the mathworks website

% otherwise, it draws on functions in the matlab signal processing toolbox.

% written by William Maxham Jr in final version 2004.

% select file to process from list

clear

format short e

disp(' ')

disp('What file?')

disp(' ')

disp('1.  dennis x1');

disp('2.  dennis x2');

disp('3.  dennis x3');

disp('4.  dennis x4');

disp('5.  dennis x5');

disp('6.  dennis x6');

disp('7.  dennis x7');

disp('8.  irene x1');

disp('9.  irene x2');

disp('10.  irene x3');

disp('11.  floyd x1');

disp('12.  floyd x2');

disp('13.  floyd x3');

disp('14.  floyd x4');

disp('15.  floyd x5');

disp(' ')

file_num=input('Well??');

disp(' ')
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% load statements should be obvious.

% label_1 and fn are used for plot titles and file names

% floyd_mode is used because the data from floyd is at 1 Hz as opposed to

% to 5 Hz for irene and dennis.  this distintion is important as it affects

% the Nyquist frequency, and the frequency axes on the plots

if file_num == 1

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/dennis/clkn7/chips/dennis_x1

    label_1='Dennis 1 8/30 12 Z - 8/31 0 Z';

    fn = 'dennis_x1';

    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 2

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/dennis/clkn7/chips/dennis_x2

    label_1='Dennis 2 8/31 0 Z - 8/31 1 Z';

    fn = 'dennis_x2';

    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 3

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/dennis/clkn7/chips/dennis_x3

    label_1='Dennis 3 8/31 1 Z - 9/1 0 Z';

    fn = 'dennis_x3';

    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 4

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/dennis/clkn7/chips/dennis_x4

    label_1='Dennis 4 9/1 0 Z - 9/1 1 Z';

    fn = 'dennis_x4';

    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 5

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/dennis/clkn7/chips/dennis_x5

    label_1='Dennis 5 9/1 1 Z - 9/2 0 Z';

    fn = 'dennis_x5';

    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 6

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/dennis/clkn7/chips/dennis_x6

    label_1='Dennis 6 9/2 0 Z - 9/2 1 Z';

    fn = 'dennis_x6';

    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 7

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/dennis/clkn7/chips/dennis_x7

    label_1='Dennis 7 9/2 1 Z - 9/2 2 Z';

    fn = 'dennis_x7';

    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 8

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/irene/sanf1/irene_x1

    label_1='Irene 1 10/14 20 Z - 10/14 21 Z';

    fn = 'irene_x1';
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    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 9

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/irene/sanf1/irene_x2

    label_1='Irene 2 10/15 1 Z - 10/15 4 Z';

    fn = 'irene_x2';

    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 10

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/irene/sanf1/irene_x3

    label_1='Irene 3 10/16 17 Z - 10/18 5 Z';

    fn = 'irene_x3';

    floyd_mode = 0;

elseif file_num == 11

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/floyd/clkn7/chips/floyd_x1

    label_1='Floyd 1 9/14 18 Z - 9/15 0 Z';

    fn = 'floyd_x1';

    floyd_mode = 1;

elseif file_num == 12

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/floyd/clkn7/chips/floyd_x2

    label_1='Floyd 2 9/15 0 Z - 9/16 0 Z';

    fn = 'floyd_x2';

    floyd_mode = 1;

elseif file_num == 13

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/floyd/clkn7/chips/floyd_x3

    label_1='Floyd 3 9/16 0 Z - 9/16 8 Z';

    fn = 'floyd_x3';

    floyd_mode = 1;

elseif file_num == 14

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/floyd/clkn7/chips/floyd_x4

    label_1='Floyd 4 9/16 12 Z - 9/17 0 Z';

    fn = 'floyd_x4';

    floyd_mode = 1;

elseif file_num == 15

    load c:/MATLAB6p5/work/floyd/clkn7/chips/floyd_x5

    label_1='Floyd 5 9/17 0 Z - 9/18 0 Z';

    fn = 'floyd_x5';

    floyd_mode = 1;

end

disp(' ')

disp('What variable?')

disp(' ')

disp('1.  temp');

disp('2.  pressure');

disp('3.  wind speed one');

disp('4.  wind speed two');
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disp(' ')

wx_element=input('Well??');

disp(' ')

if wx_element == 1

    pre_fft = temp;

    label_2 = ' Temperature Power Spectrum';

    wxn = '_temp.tif';

elseif wx_element == 2

    pre_fft = mbar1;

    label_2 = ' Pressure Power Spectrum';

    wxn = '_pres.tif';

elseif wx_element == 3

    pre_fft = spd1*(0.51478); % convert to m/s from knots

    label_2 = ' Wind Speed (One) Power Spectrum';

    wxn = '_ws1.tif';

elseif wx_element == 4

    pre_fft = spd2*(0.51478); % convert to m/s from knots

    label_2 = ' Wind Speed (Two) Power Spectrum';

    wxn = '_ws2.tif';

end

% process data

% remove trend.

% i do this by fitting a line through the variable, then subtracting it out.

dummy = (1:length(pre_fft))';

[P,S,MU] = polyfit(dummy, pre_fft, 1);

fit_y = polyval(P,dummy, [], MU);

no_trend = pre_fft - fit_y;

% apply filter.
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% the filter design is different when sampling frequency is different.

% at 5 Hz, Nyquist is 2.5 and for 1 Hz its 0.5

% since i dont want to affect the higher frequency estimates, only a

% highpass filter is used here.  when looking for peaks, its good to use

% both a highpass and lowpass filter

% read tedious documentation on filter design in matlab for further

% guidance.

% rp is passband attenuation

% rs is stopband attenuation

% ws is stopband frequency

% wp is passband frequency

if floyd_mode == 0  % or at 5 Hz

    % do the highpass (remove low freq)

    rp = 1;

    rs = 15;

    ws = (5e-5)/2.5;  % stopband at 20,000 sec or 5.5 hours

    wp = (1e-4)/2.5;  % passband at 10,000 sec or 2.7 hours

    [n,wn] = buttord(wp,ws,rp,rs);

    [b,a] = butter(n,wn,'high');

    [y,x] = filter(b,a,no_trend);

    to_fft = y;

elseif floyd_mode == 1 % or at 1 Hz

    % do the highpass (remove low freq)

    rp = 1;

    rs = 15;

    ws = (5e-5)/0.5;  % stopband at 20,000 sec or 5.5 hours

    wp = (1e-4)/0.5;  % passband at 10,000 sec or 2.7 hours

    [n,wn] = buttord(wp,ws,rp,rs);

    [b,a] = butter(n,wn,'high');

    [y,x] = filter(b,a,no_trend);

    to_fft = y;
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end

% end filter junk

N_fft = length(to_fft);

% since the signal probably has different processes occurring through the

% entire time period, its important to calculate the fft based on all the

% available points.

% now, apply taper.

taper = hann(N_fft);

tapered_fft = taper .* to_fft;

% the taper here is a hann taper.  it does reduce the variance from each

% spectral estimate.

% select the appropriate frequencies for spectra

% 0.2 and 1 are the sampling frequencies corresponding delta t

if floyd_mode == 0

    f = (0:(N_fft/2))/(N_fft * (0.2));

end

if floyd_mode == 1

    f = (0:(N_fft/2))/(N_fft * (1));

end

% take detrended/filtered/tapered and compute fourier coeffiecients

% there are acually a few ways to get out the number you want from the fft

% routine.  the one used here is from matlab documentation, available on

% their website.

% it is noteworthy that the sum of all the coefficients is considerably

% larger than the total variance of the signal with this method

G = fft(tapered_fft,N_fft);
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G_good = G .* conj(G) / N_fft;

G_best = G_good(1:length(f));

len2 = N_fft/2;

N2 = floor(N_fft/2);

dum_G_best = G_best;

dum_f = f;

clear f G_best

f = dum_f(2:length(dum_f));

G_best = dum_G_best(2:length(dum_G_best));

% start plot here

% first, fit a polynomial to this data.  lets see how well this works.

% let *IT* find the best one.  Up to order 5

% the thinking here is to let the R squared statistic determine which

% polynomial fit is best and use that one.

for p_ord = 1:5

    size = length(f);

    log_G = log10(G_best)';

    log_f = log10(f);

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f, log_G, p_ord);

    fit_y = polyval(P,log_f, [], MU);

    fitty = 10.^(fit_y);

    C = corrcoef(fit_y, log_G);

    C_coef = C(2,1);

    R_squared(p_ord)= C_coef^2;

end

for bestest=1:5

    if R_squared(bestest) == max(R_squared)

        go_with = bestest;

    end

end

p_ord = go_with;
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[P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f, log_G, p_ord);

fit_y = polyval(P,log_f, [], MU);

label_3 = ' (Highpass) Order =';

label_5 = ' R^2 =';

label_6 = num2str(R_squared(bestest));

label_total = strcat(label_1, label_2, label_5, label_6, label_3);

% using the fit, and the polyval given by the stupid recommended fit...

% i take the given coeffiecients and transform them using algebra

% to the mathematically meaningful coeffiecients pertaining to

% X (or here, f...actually, the log_f if you want to nitpick)

% instead of the stupid XHAT data produced by the fancy plot

P_fancy = P;

order = p_ord;

M = MU(1);

N = MU(2);

% the stuff below is actually just using the coefficients from the fit to

% do some calculus to find coefficients of the derivitives

if order == 1

    P1 = P_fancy(1);

    P0 = P_fancy(2);

    term_1 = (P1/N);

    term_0 = P0 - ((P1*M)/N);

    P_fixed = [term_1 term_0];

elseif order == 2

    P2 = P_fancy(1);

    P1 = P_fancy(2);

    P0 = P_fancy(3);

    term_2 = P2/(N^2);

    term_1 = (P1/N) - ((2*P2*M)/(N^2));

    term_0 = P0 + ((P2*M^2)/(N^2)) - (P1*M/N);

    P_fixed = [term_2 term_1 term_0];
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elseif order == 3

    P3 = P_fancy(1);

    P2 = P_fancy(2);

    P1 = P_fancy(3);

    P0 = P_fancy(4);

    term_3 = P3/(N^3);

    term_2 = P2/(N^2) - (3*P3*M/(N^3));

    term_1 = (P1/N) - ((2*P2*M)/(N^2)) + ((3*P3*M^2)/N^3);

    term_0 = P0 + ((P2*M^2)/(N^2)) - (P1*M/N) - ((P3*M^3)/N^3);

    P_fixed = [term_3 term_2 term_1 term_0];

elseif order == 4

    P4 = P_fancy(1);

    P3 = P_fancy(2);

    P2 = P_fancy(3);

    P1 = P_fancy(4);

    P0 = P_fancy(5);

    term_4 = P4/(N^4);

    term_3 = (P3/(N^3)) - ((4*P4*M)/(N^4));

    term_2 = P2/(N^2) - (3*P3*M/(N^3)) + ((6*P4*M^2)/(N^4));

    term_1 = (P1/N) - ((2*P2*M)/(N^2)) + ((3*P3*M^2)/N^3) - ((4*P4*M^3)/(N^4));

    term_0 = P0 + ((P2*M^2)/(N^2)) - (P1*M/N) - ((P3*M^3)/N^3) + ((P4*M^4)/N^4);

    P_fixed = [term_4 term_3 term_2 term_1 term_0];

elseif order == 5

    P5 = P_fancy(1);

    P4 = P_fancy(2);

    P3 = P_fancy(3);

    P2 = P_fancy(4);

    P1 = P_fancy(5);

    P0 = P_fancy(6);

    term_5 = P5/(N^5);

    term_4 = P4/(N^4) - (5*P5*M)/(N^5);

    term_3 = (P3/(N^3)) - ((4*P4*M)/(N^4)) + (10*P5*(M^2))/(N^5);

    term_2 = P2/(N^2) - (3*P3*M/(N^3)) + ((6*P4*M^2)/(N^4)) - (10*P5*M^3)/(N^5);

    term_1 = (P1/N) - ((2*P2*M)/(N^2)) + ((3*P3*M^2)/N^3) - ((4*P4*M^3)/(N^4)) +

(5*P5*M^4)/(N^5);

    term_0 = P0 + ((P2*M^2)/(N^2)) - (P1*M/N) - ((P3*M^3)/N^3) + ((P4*M^4)/N^4) -

(P5*M^5)/(N^5);

    P_fixed = [term_5 term_4 term_3 term_2 term_1 term_0];
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end

% begin construction of the second graph

% start with taking the first derivitive of the polynomial fit

% and then putting into polyval to find the points to plot.

P_der_coef = polyder(P_fixed);

P_der_log = polyval(P_der_coef,log_f);

% recall, this is the LOG of the correct fit.  so, must use as the exponet

% of 10 to get the number you want.

P_der_y = 10.^(P_der_log);

% now, to find inflection points of the polynomial fit, you have to take

% the second derivitive and find the roots of that polynomial

P_der2_coef = polyder(P_der_coef);

% you only want the real ones, by the way.

P_der2_roots = real(roots(P_der2_coef));

% also, dont forget that these are the log of the frequencies.

f_roots = 10.^(P_der2_roots);

copy_f_roots = f_roots;

clear f_roots

root_index = 0;

for test=1:length(copy_f_roots)

    if test == 1

        root_index = 1;

        f_roots(root_index) = copy_f_roots(root_index);

    elseif test > 1

        if copy_f_roots(test) ~= copy_f_roots(test-1)

            root_index = root_index + 1;

            f_roots(root_index) = copy_f_roots(test);

        end

    end

end
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% remove any roots that are higher frequency than the graph

% also, it makes sense to kick the lower ones to the curb also

copy_f_roots = f_roots;

clear f_roots

index = 0;

for test = 1:length(copy_f_roots)

    if copy_f_roots(test) < f(length(f)) & copy_f_roots(test) > f(1)

        index = index + 1;

        f_roots(index) = copy_f_roots(test);

    end

end

P_der2_roots = log10(f_roots);

% so using the original terms of the polynomial fit, and these roots of the

% second derivitive, you plug back in to find the *EXACT* inflection

% points.

inf_pts = polyval(P_fixed, P_der2_roots);

% and again, dont forget that these are still the log of actual values of

% variance as the character of the spectrum changes.

inf_pts_y = 10.^(inf_pts);

% so, we can construct the plot using the original edited frequency values

% and the values from the polynomial fit...here in green.  use the same

% label as before, its the same junk without the "real" date

% first, plot the orginal curve using the new values of P from your

% brilliant scheme.  (note*...fitty should be exactly equal to poly_y)

%figure

poly_log = polyval(P_fixed,log_f);

poly_y = 10.^(poly_log);

% the block represents a section of frequencies that are between inflection points
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for block=1:(length(f_roots))

    for locator=1:length(f)

        if f(locator) >= f_roots(block)

            index_ed(block)=locator;

            break

        end

    end

end

% now, make the blocks. and the graph.

figure

loglog(f, G_best, 'LineWidth',1); % the original spectrum

hold on

xlabel('Frequency (seconds^-^1)');

ylabel('Variance')

hold on

% plot the lines between the inflection points

if length(f_roots) == 1

    line_G1 = G_best(1:(index_ed(1)-1));

    line_f1 = f(1:(index_ed(1)-1));

    log_G1 = log10(line_G1);

    log_f1 = log10(line_f1)';

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f1, log_G1, 1);

    fit_G1 = polyval(P,log_f1, [], MU);

    fit_G1_y = 10.^(fit_G1);

    hL = loglog(line_f1, fit_G1_y, 'g');

    set(hL,'linewidth', 3)

    hold on

    % lastly, whats the slope?  calculate it the old fashioned way
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    size = length(line_f1);

    for look=2:(size-2)

        slope1 = (fit_G1(look+1) - fit_G1(look-1)) / (log_f1(look+1) - log_f1(look-1));

    end

    beta1 = 1*(mean(slope1));  % beta is the slope of the line.  use this convention

    line_G2 = G_best(index_ed(1):length(f));

    line_f2 = f(index_ed(1):length(f));

    log_G2 = log10(line_G2);

    log_f2 = log10(line_f2)';

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f2, log_G2, 1);

    fit_G2 = polyval(P,log_f2, [], MU);

    fit_G2_y = 10.^(fit_G2);

    hL = loglog(line_f2, fit_G2_y, 'g');

    set(hL,'linewidth', 3)

    % lastly, whats the slope?

    size = length(line_f2);

    for look=2:(size-2)

        slope2 = (fit_G2(look+1) - fit_G2(look-1)) / (log_f2(look+1) - log_f2(look-1));

    end

    beta2 = 1*(mean(slope2));

elseif length(f_roots) == 2

    line_G1 = G_best(1:(index_ed(1)-1));

    line_f1 = f(1:(index_ed(1)-1));

    log_G1 = log10(line_G1);

    log_f1 = log10(line_f1)';

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f1, log_G1, 1);

    fit_G1 = polyval(P,log_f1, [], MU);

    fit_G1_y = 10.^(fit_G1);

    hL = loglog(line_f1, fit_G1_y, 'g');
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    set(hL,'linewidth', 3)

    % lastly, whats the slope?

    size = length(line_f1);

    for look=2:(size-2)

        slope1 = (fit_G1(look+1) - fit_G1(look-1)) / (log_f1(look+1) - log_f1(look-1));

    end

    beta1 = 1*(mean(slope1));

    hold on

    line_G2 = G_best(index_ed(1):index_ed(2)-1);

    line_f2 = f(index_ed(1):index_ed(2)-1);

    log_G2 = log10(line_G2);

    log_f2 = log10(line_f2)';

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f2, log_G2, 1);

    fit_G2 = polyval(P,log_f2, [], MU);

    fit_G2_y = 10.^(fit_G2);

    hL = loglog(line_f2, fit_G2_y, 'g');

    set(hL,'linewidth', 3)

    % lastly, what is the slope?

    size = length(line_f2);

    for look=2:(size-2)

        slope2 = (fit_G2(look+1) - fit_G2(look-1)) / (log_f2(look+1) - log_f2(look-1));

    end

    beta2 = 1*(mean(slope2));

    hold on

    line_G3 = G_best(index_ed(2):length(f));

    line_f3 = f(index_ed(2):length(f));

    log_G3 = log10(line_G3);
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    log_f3 = log10(line_f3)';

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f3, log_G3, 1);

    fit_G3 = polyval(P,log_f3, [], MU);

    fit_G3_y = 10.^(fit_G3);

    hL = loglog(line_f3, fit_G3_y, 'g');

    set(hL,'linewidth', 3)

    % lastly, what is the slope?

    size = length(line_f3);

    for look=2:(size-2)

        slope3 = (fit_G3(look+1) - fit_G3(look-1)) / (log_f3(look+1) - log_f3(look-1));

    end

    beta3 = 1*(mean(slope3));

elseif length(f_roots) == 3

    line_G1 = G_best(1:(index_ed(1)-1));

    line_f1 = f(1:(index_ed(1)-1));

    log_G1 = log10(line_G1);

    log_f1 = log10(line_f1)';

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f1, log_G1, 1);

    fit_G1 = polyval(P,log_f1, [], MU);

    fit_G1_y = 10.^(fit_G1);

    hL = loglog(line_f1, fit_G1_y, 'g');

    set(hL,'linewidth', 3)

    % lastly, whats the slope?

    size = length(line_f1);

    for look=2:(size-2)

        slope1 = (fit_G1(look+1) - fit_G1(look-1)) / (log_f1(look+1) - log_f1(look-1));

    end

    beta1 = 1*(mean(slope1));

    hold on
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    line_G2 = G_best(index_ed(1):(index_ed(2)-1));

    line_f2 = f(index_ed(1):(index_ed(2)-1));

    log_G2 = log10(line_G2);

    log_f2 = log10(line_f2)';

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f2, log_G2, 1);

    fit_G2 = polyval(P,log_f2, [], MU);

    fit_G2_y = 10.^(fit_G2);

    hL = loglog(line_f2, fit_G2_y, 'g');

    set(hL,'linewidth', 3)

    % lastly, what is the slope?

    size = length(line_f2);

    for look=2:(size-2)

        slope2 = (fit_G2(look+1) - fit_G2(look-1)) / (log_f2(look+1) - log_f2(look-1));

    end

    beta2 = 1*(mean(slope2));

    hold on

    line_G3 = G_best(index_ed(2):(index_ed(3)-1));

    line_f3 = f(index_ed(2):(index_ed(3)-1));

    log_G3 = log10(line_G3);

    log_f3 = log10(line_f3)';

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f3, log_G3, 1);

    fit_G3 = polyval(P,log_f3, [], MU);

    fit_G3_y = 10.^(fit_G3);

    hL = loglog(line_f3, fit_G3_y, 'g');

    set(hL,'linewidth', 3)

    % lastly, what is the slope?

    size = length(line_f3);

    for look=2:(size-2)

        slope3 = (fit_G3(look+1) - fit_G3(look-1)) / (log_f3(look+1) - log_f3(look-1));

    end
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    beta3 = 1*(mean(slope3));

    hold on

    line_G4 = G_best(index_ed(3):length(f));

    line_f4 = f(index_ed(3):length(f));

    log_G4 = log10(line_G4);

    log_f4 = log10(line_f4)';

    [P,S,MU] = polyfit(log_f4, log_G4, 1);

    fit_G4 = polyval(P,log_f4, [], MU);

    fit_G4_y = 10.^(fit_G4);

    hL = loglog(line_f4, fit_G4_y, 'g');

    set(hL,'linewidth', 3)

    % lastly, what is the slope?

    size = length(line_f4);

    for look=2:(size-2)

        slope4 = (fit_G4(look+1) - fit_G4(look-1)) / (log_f4(look+1) - log_f4(look-1));

    end

    beta4 = 1*(mean(slope4));

end

ax(1)=gca;

% set the ylimits manually.

% a lot of this is just to plot values on the figure, and make it look good

% the size of the figure and axes are increased, and special care is taken

% to preserve the correct ratios

% most of the details are left out.

ybig = max(G_best);

ysmall = min(G_best);

y_long = log10(ybig) - log10(ysmall);
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increment = y_long *.05;

ybiggest = 10^((log10(ybig))+increment);

ysmallest = 10^((log10(ysmall))-increment);

set(ax(1), 'Ylim', [ysmallest ybiggest])

set(ax(1),'Units', 'normalized');

pos1 = get(ax(1),'Position');

disp(' ')

disp('Beta info')

disp(' ')

disp('Min Freq     Max Freq        Beta')

if length(f_roots) == 1

    vline(f_roots(1), 'k:');

    xfr1 = f_roots(1);

    yfr1 = min(G_best);

    itf = 1;

    testing(itf) = f_roots(1);

    while testing(itf) < 1

        itf = itf +1;

        testing(itf) = testing(itf-1) * 10;

    end

    done = testing(itf);

    index = itf - 1;

    if index == 1

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^1'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 2
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        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^2'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 3

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^3'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 4

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^4'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 5

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^5'],'HorizontalAlignment',

'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    end

    beta_info(1,1:3) = [min(line_f1) max(line_f1) beta1];

    loc_b1x = min(line_f1);

    loc_b1y = max(fit_G1_y);

    text(loc_b1x, loc_b1y, ['\beta = ',num2str(beta1,3)], 'VerticalAlignment', 'top',

'HorizontalAlignment', 'right');

    beta_info(2,1:3) = [min(line_f2) max(line_f2) beta2];

    loc_b2x = ((max(line_f2)-min(line_f2))/4) + min(line_f2);

    loc_b2y = max(line_G2);

    text(loc_b2x, loc_b2y, ['\beta = ',num2str(beta2,3)], 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom');

elseif length(f_roots) == 2

    vline(f_roots(1), 'k:');

    xfr1 = f_roots(1);

    yfr1 = min(G_best)*10;
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    itf = 1;

    testing(itf) = f_roots(1);

    while testing(itf) < 1

        itf = itf +1;

        testing(itf) = testing(itf-1) * 10;

    end

    done = testing(itf);

    index = itf - 1;

    if index == 1

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^1'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 2

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^2'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 3

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^3'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 4

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^4'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 5

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^5'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    end

    vline(f_roots(2), 'k:');

    xfr2 = f_roots(2);
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    yfr2 = min(G_best);

    itf = 1;

    testing(itf) = f_roots(2);

    while testing(itf) < 1

        itf = itf +1;

        testing(itf) = testing(itf-1) * 10;

    end

    done = testing(itf);

    index = itf - 1;

    if index == 1

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^1'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 2

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^2'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 3

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^3'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom' , 'Fontsize', 10)

    elseif index == 4

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^4'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 5

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^5'],'HorizontalAlignment',

'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    end

    beta_info(1,1:3) = [min(line_f1) max(line_f1) beta1];
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    loc_b1x = min(line_f1);

    loc_b1y = max(fit_G1_y);

    text(loc_b1x, loc_b1y, ['\beta = ',num2str(beta1,3)], 'VerticalAlignment', 'top',

'HorizontalAlignment', 'right');

    beta_info(2,1:3) = [min(line_f2) max(line_f2) beta2];

    loc_b2x = ((max(line_f2)-min(line_f2))/4) + min(line_f2);

    loc_b2y = max(line_G2);

    text(loc_b2x, loc_b2y, ['\beta = ',num2str(beta2,3)], 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom');

    beta_info(3,1:3) = [min(line_f3) max(line_f3) beta3];

    loc_b3x = ((max(line_f3)-min(line_f3))/4) + min(line_f3);

    loc_b3y = max(line_G3);

    text(loc_b3x, loc_b3y, ['\beta = ',num2str(beta3,3)], 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom');

elseif length(f_roots) == 3

    vline(f_roots(1), 'k:');

    xfr1 = f_roots(1);

    yfr1 = min(G_best)*100;

    itf = 1;

    testing(itf) = f_roots(1);

    while testing(itf) < 1

        itf = itf +1;

        testing(itf) = testing(itf-1) * 10;

    end

    done = testing(itf);
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    index = itf - 1;

    if index == 1

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^1'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 2

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^2'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom' , 'Fontsize', 10)

    elseif index == 3

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^3'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 4

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^4'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 5

        text(xfr1, yfr1, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^5'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    end

    vline(f_roots(2), 'k:');

    xfr2 = f_roots(2);

    yfr2 = min(G_best)*10;

    itf = 1;

    testing(itf) = f_roots(2);

    while testing(itf) < 1

        itf = itf +1;

        testing(itf) = testing(itf-1) * 10;

    end
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    done = testing(itf);

    index = itf - 1;

    if index == 1

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^1'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 2

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^2'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 3

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^3'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 4

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^4'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 5

        text(xfr2, yfr2, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^5'],'HorizontalAlignment',

'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    end

    vline(f_roots(3), 'k:');

    xfr3 = f_roots(3);

    yfr3 = min(G_best);

    itf = 1;

    testing(itf) = f_roots(3);

    while testing(itf) < 1

        itf = itf +1;

        testing(itf) = testing(itf-1) * 10;
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    end

    done = testing(itf);

    index = itf - 1;

    if index == 1

        text(xfr3, yfr3, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^1'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 2

        text(xfr3, yfr3, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^2'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 3

        text(xfr3, yfr3, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^3'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 4

        text(xfr3, yfr3, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^4'],

'HorizontalAlignment', 'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    elseif index == 5

        text(xfr3, yfr3, ['{\itf} = ', num2str(done, 3),' ' , '* 10 ', '^-^5'],'HorizontalAlignment',

'Right', 'VerticalAlignment', 'Bottom', 'Fontsize', 10 )

    end

    beta_info(1,1:3) = [min(line_f1) max(line_f1) beta1];

    loc_b1x = min(line_f1);

    loc_b1y = max(fit_G1_y);

    text(loc_b1x, loc_b1y, ['\beta = ',num2str(beta1,3)], 'VerticalAlignment', 'top',

'HorizontalAlignment', 'right');

    beta_info(2,1:3) = [min(line_f2) max(line_f2) beta2];
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    loc_b2x = ((max(line_f2)-min(line_f2))/4) + min(line_f2);

    loc_b2y = max(line_G2);

    text(loc_b2x, loc_b2y, ['\beta = ',num2str(beta2,3)], 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom');

    beta_info(3,1:3) = [min(line_f3) max(line_f3) beta3];

    loc_b3x = ((max(line_f3)-min(line_f3))/4) + min(line_f3);

    loc_b3y = max(line_G3);

    text(loc_b3x, loc_b3y, ['\beta = ',num2str(beta3,3)], 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom');

    beta_info(4,1:3) = [min(line_f4) max(line_f4) beta4];

    loc_b4x = ((max(line_f4)-min(line_f4))/4) + min(line_f4);

    loc_b4y = max(line_G4);

    text(loc_b4x, loc_b4y, ['\beta = ',num2str(beta4,3)], 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom');

end

beta_info

hold on

see_ax1 = get(ax(1));

ax(2) = axes('Position', get(ax(1), 'Position'), 'XAxisLocation', 'top', 'Color',

'none','XScale', 'log', 'XDir', 'reverse', 'YLim', get(ax(1), 'Ylim'),'YTickLabel', get(ax(1),

'YTickLabel'),'YTickLabelMode', get(ax(1), 'YTickLabelMode'),'YScale', 'log');

topper = get(ax(2), 'XLabel');

set(topper, 'String', 'Period (seconds)');

seconds = 1./f;

hold on

see_ax2 = get(ax(2));

h_666=line(seconds, G_best, 'Parent', ax(2));

set(h_666, 'linestyle', 'none')
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hl12 = line(seconds, siggy_bt, 'Parent' ,ax(2));

set(hl12, 'color', 'r', 'linewidth', 3, 'linestyle', 'none')

set(ax(1),'units','pixels');

set(ax(2),'units','pixels');

pos1 = get(ax(1),'position');

pos2 = get(ax(2),'position');

newpos1 = [pos1(1)+20 pos1(2)+20 pos1(3)-40 pos1(4)-40];

newpos2 = [pos2(1)+20 pos2(2)+20 pos2(3)-40 pos2(4)-40];

set(ax(1),'pos',newpos1);

set(ax(2),'pos',newpos2);

set(ax(1), 'Units', 'normalized')

set(ax(2), 'Units', 'normalized')

label_x = ' (highpass)';

labeler = strcat(label_1,label_2,label_x)

H = title(labeler, 'FontWeight', 'bold');

set(gcf, 'Units', 'pixels')

figpos = get(gcf, 'Position');

figpos2(1) = figpos(1)-200;

figpos2(2) = figpos(2)-200;

figpos2(3) = figpos(3)+200;

figpos2(4) = figpos(4)+200;

set(gcf, 'Position', figpos2);

%set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode', 'auto')

figinch = get(gcf, 'Position');

psize = get(gcf, 'PaperSize');

newpp(3) = min(psize) -.5;

newpp(4) = newpp(3)*figinch(4)/figinch(3);

newpp(2) = (max(psize) - newpp(4))/2;

newpp(1) = .25;

set(gcf,'PaperPosition',newpp)

% here, put capture lines
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p_label = 'new_';

pathy = 'C:\MATLAB6p5\work\slopes\';

pic_file = strcat(pathy,p_label,fn,wxn);

set(gcf, 'Color', 'white')

[X, map] = capture(gcf);

imwrite(X,map,pic_file); %writes captured figure to file

close(gcf)
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